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Artist, illustrator and muralist Rui Paes  
has created the cover illustration  
and those of the Roman Gods 

throughout this brochure, echoing 
 Italian Terrace’s adherence to classical 

design, complemented by the more 
contemporary. 





W hen local friends, Clive and Louise, told us some years ago that they were going on holiday to 
Tuscany they did not say they were also going on a Quest. Having just remodelled their garden 
deep in Suffolk they had been searching for some special pots to complete the picture. Nothing 

so far had met the essential features of colour, shape, quality and durability.  The only way out of this impasse 
would be to have what they wanted made for them, to their own design.  
 
Well, ‘Fortune Favours the Brave’ and as they pottered around in their rental car they came across a sign 
to a ‘fabbrica’, a traditional Italian pottery making pots in the time honoured way of centuries past. The 
family run business had been working their special Tuscan clay for generations, it had just the right antique 
hue and weathered look seen in examples at historic houses and museums. 
 
Our friends had rudimentary Italian and the owner sufficient English to make conversation possible and 
there, sitting under a pergola with a glass or two of wine, a bond was made and a friendship developed. 
Eventually an order was placed and a few weeks after they returned home the pots were delivered. 
 
They immediately looked right in the new garden. Visiting friends saw that here was something special and 
asked where they had come from. So, little by little, further orders were placed and the idea of Italian 
Terrace was born to fill the growing demand for pots with that special glow of Tuscany. 
 
All this began years ago and, today, Italian Terrace is proud to be celebrating its twenty fifth anniversary. 
During these years it has supplied palaces, grand houses, National Trust properties, the Royal Horticultural 
Society, museums, villas and private gardens all over the world.   
 

 Here then, at last, is something to celebrate. Italian Terrace has become a flagship of design and quality 
steered by my good friends, Clive and Louise and they have achieved just what they set out to do: design 
beautiful, individual terracotta pieces, all imbued with the authenticity of the old. 
 
It has been my pleasure to see Italian Terrace grow, to know the team and to be involved as the collection 
of pots developed. So come celebrate with us by opening a bottle of fizz, and browsing through this 
magnificent brochure to see just what is possible and learn more about the making of these treasures. 
 
Martin Kinna 
 

   

By Rui Paes 
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From ancient times, in Italy, amphorae have been made for storing 

and transporting oil, wine and olives — many had handles so that 

poles could be inserted and heavy cargos carried ‘sedan chair’ style.  

The original functional design today has a simple beauty that we have 

developed to be ideal for creating focal points and even water 

features.  Here our collection develops the theme of bottle shapes 

and containers, in many designs and sizes, to become the solution 

to a variety of decorative and gardening needs.
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APOLLO, GOD OF THE SUN
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The majestic Orcio Grande Liscio makes a statement 
feature within this oak colonnade of arches surrounding 
a circular terrace.
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The Portaombello, a smaller oil jar, catches the 
evening sun beside this ornamental grass. 
 
The Bottiglia, right, works in a formal or an 
informal setting. Here it has a bit of both, the 
arch provides an elegant frame, together with 
the more relaxed planting underneath.
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Oil jars create a wonderful statement wherever you 
place them in your garden or landscape. They also 
make excellent water features, as with the Orcio 
Toscano Liscio, left. Full planting is not advised, as 
roots fill the curve of the pot and will be difficult to 
remove as this becomes necessary. However, using the 
‘pot in a pot’ method it can be achieved, as with the 
Primavera at the top of this page. Our website advice 
section will tell you how.
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From small to colossal, the Orcio Toscano oil jars, 
shown above and right, are made in four sizes. They 
look magnificent placed in this sunlit natural grass.
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Originally pots were used so that precious fruit trees could be 

brought inside to orangeries to protect them from winter 

temperatures and bad weather. As gardens increasingly came to 

be appreciated as places of leisure and enjoyment, pots became 

less rudimentary in design and were more artistic, carrying coats 

of arms,  cyphers and decorative swags. 
 

Our collection of pots and vases is suitable for classical, traditional 

or contemporary settings. Each piece is designed with 

planting in mind, whether trees, shrubs or other flora. 

Many are ideal for grouping or arranging by mixing 

larger and smaller sizes or different styles and designs. 

 

 
POMONA, GODDESS OF FRUIT TREES
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The Stemma and the Cantina in its smallest size, top left, together with the Impero, top 
right, nestle happily in the dense foliage of Hostas. Whilst below the three Cordas show 
the effectiveness of underplanting small trees with colourful Arctotis flowers. 
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The huge Cilindro Grande provides the perfect home 
for these sprawling pumpkins, it looks a picture whilst 
waiting for the fruits to ripen.
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The Calamondin tree in the Tinozza left, looks completely at 
ease. Note the topping of pine cones, an added interest to 
complete the planting.  At the other end of the scale, the 
Sempervivum with its stems of flowers is so pretty in the 
smallest Cantina above.  A collection of these pots planted in 
a similar fashion look well placed on a garden table.
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Planted with Pelagoniums, the Cestino Liscio above sits 
on the edge of the terrace, tucked into the surrounding 
planting. Square pots complement corner positions, 
adding structure to steps and entrances, while creating a 
gracious importance. 
 
The Coppa on the right peers out from the formal setting 
of the parterre, which is softened by the more luxuriant 
Geranium ‘Rosanne’ and vivid blue Agapanthus, planted 
using the ‘pot in a pot’ method.
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Don’t forget the pot feet, as seen 
here on the Classico, Cubo and 
Cesta. Essential for plants and pots 
during the winter to protect from 
frost. From plain risers to grand lion’s 
paws, choosing the right risers can be 
not only functional, but fun. 
 
The Francese Liscio on the Quadrato 
Base seen left is planted with Salvia 
Caradonna, great value with two 
flowerings if cut back.
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                                                          Visitors to Renaissance Italy cannot fail to have seen 

                                                          decorative and armorial plaques on the walls of palazzi, 

                                                          official buildings and grand houses. Having their origin 

                                                          in the tablets carved thousands of years ago to convey 

                                                          messages about battles or stories of the gods, these  

decorations gave an air of sophistication and  

relief to walls and entrance ways and told of the  

connections between noble families and their  

role in society.  Others were simply decorative  

and there to lift the spirits. 
 

Italian Terrace also offers other 

pieces which give character to 

every garden or terrace setting, 

including obeliscs and spheres to 

provide structure and formality; 

and not forgetting the necessary 

feet, which add height and 

individuality whilst performing 

the very important job of 

allowing drainage.
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FLORA, GODDESS OF FLOWERS

PLaQueS 

obelisco and base 
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The Pannello Cavalli featured above is a striking plaque 
depicting horses believed to be from the Etruscan period.  
Also shown are Pannello Cherubino, Pannello Danzatori and 
Mattone Neptuna, which can be used as a water fountain. 
 
The sphere and socle right stand on the Obelisco Base and 
mark the corner of the gravel pathway. 
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You certainly know you’ve arrived when you enter the triumphal 
arched doorway to the Diamond Jubilee Walled Garden at East 
Ruston in Norfolk. Obeliscs and spheres in abundance, only 
outdone by the exuberant planting within its walls.

The Leone plaque makes an excellent water feature, shown here 
with the Cesta Mezza. Essential for every pot, whatever its size, 
our full selection of feet are pictured below.
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BESPºKE 
We can create custom designs and made-to-order 

special commissions. Your emblem, logo or coat of arms 

can be used to embellish a vase. A seal is made from your 

artwork and pressed into the clay before firing. We can 

also carve a relief plaque to add to the surface of a piece. 
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Your emblem or design can be etched into a 
cartouche, which is applied to the surface of the 
pot and shows in relief, as demonstated in the 
photograph left. With smaller pots we would 
impress the motto into the clay, using a specially 
made bronze stamp.  
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All of our terracotta pieces are crafted by hand 
in Italy.  The methods, skills and artistry are the 
same as have been used for hundreds of years. 
Our craftsmen work through a five-year 
apprenticeship to acquire the traditional skills 
required.  The whole process can take up to six 
weeks of continuous care and attention, resulting 
in beautiful pieces that you will admire and 
appreciate every time you look at them.  
To begin, we blend pure Tuscan clays to achieve 
the perfect pale colour and classic weathered 
texture using natural elements.  The clay is hand 
pressed into gesso moulds where the pot will 
remain until it can stand without support. This 
initial process alone takes up to two weeks.  
We then remove the mould and allow the pot 
to slowly air dry for a further four weeks, using 
residual heat from the kilns that is funnelled into 
the drying room.  Drying is arguably the most 
critical stage of the process. During this period 
the pots are turned regularly to ensure even 
drying.  This is a delicate process and can take at 
least three people to rotate a large pot every 

day.  As the pots dry the colour will begin to 
take on a pink hue.  

When completely dry, the items are 
moved into the kiln, where 
temperatures reach 1100°C.  Firing 
time is about 36 hours. Once cooled, 
each piece is carefully wrapped, 
packed and crated for transportation.  
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Since Italian Terrace began 25 years ago we have planted up 

many pots. Our experience has taught us that plants and pots 

require attention to remain healthy. Drainage is vital and our 

tried and tested instructions below should always be followed 

for the health of plants, and the life of your pots. 

We make our pots to remain in 
the garden year round, including 
the winter months.   
 
With dramatic changes in climate 
now a regular feature, please take 
extra care with your pots and 
plants.  Our detailed instructions 
can be found on our website 
advice section or sent by post. 

1. Raise the pot from the 
ground with pot feet or risers. 

2.  Place crock in the bottom of 
the pot to about a ¼ full. Fill up 
the gaps with shingle, which 
adds more weight to the base. 

3. Put the liner, geotextile, 
above the crock and up the 
inside of the pot.

4.  Add some soil and shingle to 
cover the base of the liner and 
spread out.  Add your plants soil 
and slow release feed. 

5.  Check your pots regularly.  We suggest repeating 
steps 2 and 3 every couple of years. First remove the 
plants, liner and crock. Clean out, replace the crock 
and liner, then add new compost. Prune the roots as 
necessary, then replant.

Pº¤ Cª|e
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~e SMaLL P|iNT
Contact Information  
T:  +44 (0)1284 789666    
E:  info@italianterrace.co.uk 
W:  italianterrace.co.uk  
Italian Terrace Ltd, Pykards Hall, Rede,  
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP29 4AY, UK 
 
Showroom  
Please contact us to arrange a visit to view our 
showroom and display area, where our collection is 
available to purchase. Exhibition dates and other 
display area information is on our website. 
 
Delivery  
We carefully deliver all over the UK using a  ‘door to 
garden’ service. Allow 14 days from settlement of 
order.  Small items can be sent via post.  A signature 
on delivery is required and for very large orders of 
pots we will need to discuss with you whether special 
provision is required for access. Please call for carriage 
charges or check the current scale on the website.      Payment  
We accept most major credit cards, BACS payment 
and cheques.  All payments to be processed prior to 
despatch. 
 

Pot Information  
Each piece of Italian Terrace terracotta is a soft, 
mellow colour with an individual character and a 
wonderful aged and weathered texture.  As they are 
handcrafted you may see variations in texture, colour 
tone and size.   
Our terracotta is extremely strong and durable 
providing our instructions have been followed. Full pot 
care and plaque hanging instructions are available. 
Please contact us if you have any questions; we are 
very happy to help you. 
 
International Sales  
We deliver our pots all over the world via land, sea or 
air freight. For information about exhibitions, prices, 
product availability and delivery charges all around the 
globe, please email us. 
 
Metric/Imperial  
Metric measurements in this brochure are easily 
converted to inches by multiplying the centimetre 
figure by 0.39.
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The team: above Nigel, Liz and Mark, and right, Robert and Mark again, he gets everywhere
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~e CHelSeA FLºWeR SHºW
The Chelsea Flower Show is 
always an important date in our 
calendar and we look forward 
to meeting our customers and 
sharing garden stories.

How else would you water an 
English Tea Rose? Janie Yang, a long-
standing Italian Terrace friend, is 
always on hand at Chelsea to help 
wherever she is needed.
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From the initial drawing to the 
final build.  We are always pleased 
to receive the recognition of the 
Chelsea judges for our stands.

Trying to outdo the planting on our 
stand, and succeeding,  Alan Gray, 
above, from the wonderful and most 
colourful East Ruston Old  Vicarage 
Garden in Norfolk.  
With Louise Drayton, a D-Day 
Landings Veteran at the 2019 75th 
year Commemorative RHS Garden.



C'era una volta una piccola macchina a noleggio, che è entrata nel mio 
laboratorio. Dalla macchina sono scese due persone Inglesi, un uomo e una 
donna ...la donna molto graziosa ... l'uomo non tanto ...  
 
Bene, penso, abbiamo bisogno di un cliente. Sorridono e si guardano intorno. 
Sembra che gli piacciano i miei vasi e così iniziamo a parlare sotto un pergolato 
e io porto del vino bianco. Non parlano bene l'Italiano e anche il mio Inglese 
non è così buono. Comunque fanno molte domande, quindi aggiungo alla tavola 
delle olive e un po' di prosciutto. Parliamo, parliamo e alla fine decidono che 
vogliono avere i miei vasi ma con delle forme disegnate da loro. L'atmosfera è 
piacevole e andiamo così d'accordo che dico di sì. Loro scattano delle foto, 
prendono delle misure e decidono gli articoli da ordinare. Io gli dico che saranno 
pronte in sei settimane. Mi pagano i soldi che chiedo (molto bene) ... beviamo 
un'altro bicchiere di vino e se ne vanno.  
 
Uno o due mesi dopo ci risentiamo e vogliono più vasi per i loro amici, così ne 
produco altri.Questo sta diventando un bell'affare, penso. Oggi questo business 
è cresciuto molto e ho tre miei ragazzi che lavorano solamente per quell'uomo 
e quella donna Inglesi. Ora una grossa percentuale della mia produzione è per 
questi pazzi! Dove mettono tutte le mie cose non lo so, ma per me sono buoni 
soldi e pagano sempre! Una volta sono andato a trovarli in Inghilterra. Hanno 
una casa molto grande e un bellissimo giardino. Sono gente molto simpatica ... 
soprattutto la donna che è molto premurosa.  
 
Sergio, maestro artigiano 
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Sergio (centre) with his daughter Federica and Clive Drayton
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Pykards Hall, Rede 
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       T:  +44 (0)1284 789666    
  E:  info@italianterrace.co.uk 
      W:  italianterrace.co.uk




